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Measurement of electron wave functions and confining potentials via photoemission
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Wave functions and electron potentials of laterally confined surface states are determined experimentally by
means of photoemission from stepped Au~111! surfaces. The confined nature of the wave function makes it
possible to use an iterative formalism borrowed from x-ray diffraction where real-space wave functions are
retrieved from the absolute values of their Fourier transforms. The latter are measured by angle-resolved
photoemission. The effective confining potential is then obtained by introducing the wave functions into
Schrödinger’s equation.
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The electron wave functions and potentials in lo
dimensional systems are of primary importance for tailor
electronic properties of nanostructures. The electron en
levels and the probability density are the physical obse
ables. These can be obtained in real space from local
ductance maps via scanning tunneling microsco
spectroscopy~STM/STS!,1,2 or in reciprocal space by angle
resolved photoemission.3,4 The latter has been used to stu
thin films3 and two-dimensional~2D! arrays of nanoobjects,4

whereas STM/STS resolves individual nanostructures o
surface.

The question arises whether it is possible to directly
rive wave functions and/or electron potentials from expe
mental data. The standard procedure consists of assum
model potential, whose parameters are obtained by fitting
experiment. For instance, in core-level photoelectron diffr
tion, muffin-tin potentials are assumed for retrieving atom
positions that fit the experiment.5,6 The electron density o
surface states confined between two steps has been mea
by STM ~Refs. 1 and 2! and has been modeled by semitran
parent mirrors located at the step edges.2 It has been argued
that the position of the mirror has to be moved slightly aw
from the steps to account for electron spillover.7

We introduce a direct method to determine the wave fu
tion and the effective electron potential from angle-resolv
photoemission data, without anya priori knowledge about
their nature. All the necessary information is contained in
momentum distribution of the photoemission intensity,
long as the wave function is confined to finite area~a terrace
in our case!. This allows us to unambiguously determine t
potential and wave functions of one-dimensional quantu
well states on stepped Au~111!. The real-space wave func
tions are derived from the Fourier transform of the
momentum-space representations, the square of whic
proportional to the photoelectron intensity under the con
tions discussed below. However, the phase in momen
space is not measured and this leads to the well-known p
problem in optics, shared with many other techniques, s
as x-ray and electron diffraction.8,9 Various iteration methods
have been devised to retrieve real-space objects from
modulus of their momentum-space representation, in part
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lar, the oversampling method.10 These methods are valid fo
a confined wave function because the phase is obtaine
repeatedly diminishing the amplitude of the wave functi
outside the confinement region. The one-electron poten
can be obtained after dividing the Schro¨dinger equation by
the wave function.

As a test system we use vicinal noble-metal surfaces c

FIG. 1. Vicinal Au~111! surfaces with quantum-well states co
fined by step edges. The energy levels are directly measure
angle-resolved photoemission. The confining potentialV and the
wave functions of statesN51,2,3 are obtained from the momentu
distribution of the photoemission intensity.
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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acterized by equally spaced, linear step arrays and o
dimensional surface states confined within individual t
races of nominal sizeL. This is the case of Au~111! vicinal
surfaces with relatively wide terraces, such as Au~887! (L
538 Å) and Au~23,23,21! (L556 Å) shown in Fig. 1~Refs.
4 and 11!. Au~887! is characterized by two flat quantum le
els (N51 –2) below the Fermi energy, whereas the wid
terraces in Au~23,23,21! allow for three occupied quantum
well levels (N51 –3). Data points in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!
show the angular photoemission intensity scan for e
quantum level as obtained from the areas of the peak
individual photoemission spectra.4,11 Data for Au~887! were
taken at the SU8 beam line at the synchrotron LURE in P
~France! using a VSW electron analyzer, where
Au~23,23,21! data were taken at the PGM beam line in t
Synchrotron Radiation Center~SRC! of the UW-Madison,
using a hemispherical Scienta SES200 spectrometer. The
periment details have been published elsewhere.4,11 The in-
tensity is properly normalized to account for the photon fl
and the transmission function in the Scienta analyzer.
lines represent a smooth~spline! fit to data points that go to
zero, away from the displayed wave-vector region in Fig
where the photoemission spectra are completely feature

The photoemission intensity in reciprocal spaceq can be
understood in the framework of the standard photoemiss
theory, assuming a one-electron description. We start w
the photoemission intensity, which is proportional to the m
trix element

FIG. 2. Angular distribution of the photoemission intensity fro
one-dimensional quantum-well states at vicinal~a! Au~887! and~b!
Au~23,23,21! surfaces. The lines are smooth~spline! fits to the data
points and are used as input intensity functions in Eq.~3! ~see the
text!.
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I N~qi!}u^queik•rA•“uCN&u2. ~1!

CN is the initial surface-state wave function,uq& is the final
electron state of momentumq5(qi ,qz), qi is the momentum
component parallel to the surface,A is the light polarization
vector,k is the momentum of the photon, andN refers to the
quantum number of the wave function. To proceed furthe
will be assumed that the surface-state wave functions ca
factorized into components that are either parallel or perp
dicular to the surface, i.e.,12

CN~r !5fN~R!w~z!,

where R denotes the coordinates along the surface. If,
addition to the surface-state confinement in the perpendic
directionz, the electron is also bound to a 2D region of t
surface, the parallel component of the wave functionfN(R)
must adopt a form that depends on the detailed shape o
confining region and on the boundary conditions at its b
der. Thus,I N can be written as

I N~qi!} Cu^qiufN&u2,

where

C5U K qzUeikzzAz

]

]zUw L U2

depends very weakly onqi , so that it can be absorbed into
normalization factor that we set to 1. Therefore, there i
direct relation between photoemission intensityI N(qi) and
the Fourier transform of the wave functionf̃N(qi):

f̃N~qi!5^qiufN&5E dRe2 iqi•RfN~R!. ~2!

Thereby, we neglect multiple scattering in the final sta
which at the atomic level is partly due to the lateral atom
corrugation, small compared to that in the bulk. Also, t
probability of the surface-state electron to propagate ela
cally towards the bulk region and back to the vacuum
small due to inelastic attenuation. Multiple scattering invo
ing different terraces can also play a role resulting in Fou
componentsqi1gi with a reciprocal terrace-lattice vecto
gi . However, these affect the intensity distribution betwe
different Brillouin zones but not the momentum distributio
within one Brillouin zone~compare this to the spot profile
in low-energy electron diffraction, which are not affected
elastic scattering!.13 This allows one to obtain the wave func
tion in real spacefN(R) from the intensity in reciproca
space as

fN~R!5E dqi

~2p!2
eiqi•RAI N~qi!e

idN(qi). ~3!

However, this equation still contains an unknown pha
dN(qi). We have explored two methods to obtain this pha
~1! an iterative procedure using oversampling8–10 and~2! an
expansion of the wave function into a Fourier series co
bined with a least-squares fit. In both cases, the strat
minimizesufu outside the confinement region.
4-2
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For the iterative method, we begin with a constant ph
dN(qi)50 and the smooth fitting curves of Fig. 2 as inp
data to start the iteration with Eq.~3!. The resultingfN(R) is
corrected outside the confining region, and transformed b
into qi space using Eq.~2!. The phase off̃N(qi) is extracted
and inserted again into Eq.~3! to start a new iteration. The
confinement length is obtained directly from the photoem
sion data~see below!, and the noted correction consists
subtracting from the newly calculated real-space wave fu
tion the wave function at the previous step multiplied by
factor 0.1 outside the confinement region. This ensures c
vergence to a wave function that vanishes outside the c
finement region. As a strong test of convergence of this
erative technique, we have used the phase of theN52 state
to start the iteration of theN51 state. The first iteration ste
leads to a wave function that resembles that of theN52
state, a clear indication of the importance of the phase,8 and
convergence to the trueN51 state is achieved after sever
hundred iterations.

This iterative method leads to results that are in agr
ment with those derived from an expansion of the wa
function into sine functions that vanish at the edges of
confinement region, and therefore, we only present the
sults derived from the iterative method, which can be ea
generalized to more complicated systems. In either case
length of the region where the wave function takes n
negligible values is not sensitive to the input value for t
length of the confinement region.

The size of the confining region is obtained from the Fo
rier transform of the experimental intensity distributio
which can be written as the self-convolution of the real-sp
wave function,

E dqi

~2p!2
eiqi•RI N~qi!5E dR8fN~R8!fN* ~R82R!. ~4!

This convolution takes nonzero values in an area twice
size of the confining region. For the data of Fig. 2, in p
ticular, one obtains a function which is basically zero outs
a region of'80 Å and'120 Å in diameter~not shown!, in
agreement with terrace-width confinement in Au~887! and
Au~23,23,21!, respectively.

The natural normalization for both the two-dimension
wave functionfN and the measured intensity is provided
Eq. ~4! if one setsR50:

E dqi

~2p!2
I N~qi!5^fNufN&51.

Applying this procedure to the angular scans of Figs. 2~a!
and 2~b!, we have obtained the surface-state wave functi
for quantum-well levels that are shown in Fig. 1. All wav
functions are confined to a region whose width matches
terrace widthL. Thus, the wave functions exhibit a cle
terrace confinement that has not been assumed by our re
struction procedure, but rather it has emerged from the in
mation contained in the photoemission data.

The actual effective potential of the terrace can be
trieved from the Schro¨dinger equation as
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V~R!2EN5
\2

2m* fN~R!
¹2fN~R!, ~5!

wherem* 50.26m is the effective mass of the electron in th
initial state of energyEN , taken from the dispersion of th
surface state on flat Au~111!. The potential becomes indepen
dent of the quantum numberN if many-electron effects are
absent, as we assumed initially. The effective potential
also change due to a different wave-function penetration
side the bulk, although this effect is expected to be negligi
since quantum levels are separated by energies much sm
than the vertical confining barrier~crystal gap!.

For Au~23,23,21!, the experimental wave functions o
Fig. 1 have been introduced into Eq.~5! and the resulting
electron potential has been represented in Fig. 3. In orde
compare the potential derived from the quantum states w
variousN, we add on the left-hand side of Eq.~5! the respec-
tive experimental valuesEN

exp shown in Fig. 1~horizontal
bars!. An excellent mutual agreement is obtained for t
shape of the potential derived independently from each of
three wave functionsN51 –3, proving the validity of our
method. The potential exhibits a smooth central region a
sharp boundaries that force electron confinement. It mus
stressed that the validity of Eq.~5! is limited to regions
where the wave function is not too small, and therefore,
asymptotic limit of the step barrier potential cannot be det
mined.

The thick lines in Fig. 1 represent the average poten
obtained from Eq.~5! for both Au~23,23,21! and Au~887!
using the wave functions of the different quantum levels
each case, shown in Fig. 1. The width of the potential wel
Au~887! is clearly narrower than the terrace size, as a
observed in thin Pb films.7 Near the step, the potential ex
hibits a steeper increase in Au~887! than in Au~23,23,21!,
which could be explained by a sharper terrace-width dis
bution in the former case.14

FIG. 3. Confining potentialsV obtained from the experimenta
photoemission intensities of Fig. 2 for theN51,2,3 states in
Au~23,23,21! using the oversampling method.
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In summary, we have introduced a simple procedure
directly obtaining wave functions and effective potentials
confined electronic states from the momentum distribution
the photoemission intensity. This procedure, which relies
photoemission theory within the one-electron approach,
been successfully tested in the case of laterally confined
face states on Au~111! vicinal surfaces. The method is o
general applicability for discrete states because they are
tially confined and allow an iterative determination of t
phase by forcingf50 outside the confinement region. It ca
be applied to any type of surface nanostructure confined i
least one dimension, such as arrays of quantum wires
quantum dots. While STM provides direct images of the l
spatial frequencies, photoemission determines the high
tial frequencies. It would be interesting to pursue the reve
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